
Business name 
Thirsty Farmer Brew Works
address
290 Cashtown Road
Biglerville, PA 17307

FlavorFul Fact
The Knouse’s renovated an old shop shed and turned it into a blend of their family’s passions of fruit growing and craft beer, 
now known as Thirsty Farmer Brew Works. They grow their own hops to use in a variety of brews.

Beverage maker
Brewers - Milton Knouse II and Milton Knouse III
Cidermakers - Brian Knouse and Kyle Knouse

Beverages oFFered
Wheat beer, Chocolate Porter, Pale Ale, Lagers, Browns,
Apple Graff, sweet cider, tart cider, traditional dry cider

WeBsite
https://bit.ly/2HKHdU4 

Beverage style
Sample Thirsty Farmer’s great selection of ales, lagers and ciders hand-crafted in their family farm brewery in small batches. 
Many of their brews are enhanced with hops and fruits grown on the family farm that can be seen from the brewpub deck. They 
specialize in producing easy drinking ales and lagers, but they aren’t afraid to push the limit on flavor profiles in their test block 
series.

A variety of homegrown apples are blended together to produce an array of hard cider flavors ranging from tart and dry to 
sweet. The apples are pressed and fermented in small batches to produce differing flavor profiles. The apple flavor is enhanced 
with some of their own grown hops and other fruits to produce unique ciders. Each new blend has its own distinctive characters.

location experience
Located in the heart of apple country, Adams County’s newest producer, Thirsty Farmer, offers a relaxed farm inspired 
atmosphere meant to be enjoyed with a drink in your hand and a smile on your face. Both indoor and outdoor social seating 
are available, with their outdoor picnic dining offering a picturesque view of the Historic Round Barn & Farm Market across the 
street. Grab a drink and a bite to eat from their menu, featuring farm fresh ingredients grown on site. 
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